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MaaS: customer experience
1. Journey planner

All modes; can mix modes together
Curated and benchmarked

3. Customer account
Easy sign-up and authentication
Stored trips, cards, wallets, ID

4. Payments
Integrated payments and cards

Customers can pay from our app

2. Ticketing
Bus, Rail, Ferry

Solent Go integration, micromobility

Every transport option in 
one place

Designed to be easy and 
attractive to use

Enabled by complex tech 
integrations

5. Branding
An exciting new brand and identity
Tying together regional transport

Powered byDelivered by



MaaS: supporting infrastructure

Data integration
All modes

Schedules, real-time, disruptions

Unicard work
Solent Go integration

Rail tickets, licencing, accreditation

Marketing & Communications
Stakeholder engagement

Launch plan and continued comms

Back office
Reporting, invoicing, settlement

Customer service support

Third party integrations
Payments, ID verification

Customer and phone authentication

Research & behaviour science
Universities

Behavioural Insights Team
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MaaS B2B offer

Mobility budgets for 
employees to spend

Private shuttle buses 
or transport services

Discounted public 
transport tickets 

through Solent Go

Car park management 
/ charging / booking

Mobility dashboard to 
track activity and 

travel

Expensing / invoicing / 
budgeting built in

Employees can have 
personal and business 

accounts

What else would be 
useful?



MaaS governance

Project Board

Programme Board

Joint CommitteeBanking

Legal

Procurement

HR

Customer 
support

B2B 
engagement

WS 1 WS 3

WS 2 WS 4

Environmental and 
behavioural barriers and  
opportunities for MaaS

Design and test iterative 
improvements to MaaS platform 
interface / algorithm

Monitoring & evaluation of 
MaaS travel behaviour change 
and env. impacts

WS 5

Payments

ID verification Marketing

App stores

QR



Why are we developing Mobility as a Service?

TRANSPORT FOR ALL
Equality, inclusion and access to 

mobility

BEHAVIOUR CHANGE
Meeting strategic challenges in 

the region

RESEARCH
Partnerships to advance 
understanding of MaaS



Customers Trips Places

Creating equal opportunities for 
every potential customer through 

careful design

Bus, rail, ferry
Walking and cycling
New micro-mobility

Engaging with all local 
authorities, for urban, suburban 

and rural settings

Understanding and addressing 
barriers to travel to boost 

inclusion

Commuting to work
Visiting friends and family

Leisure and recreation

Partnering with businesses, 
employers and other 

stakeholders

Accessibility for those with 
specific needs or with 

encumbrances

Driving, car-clubs and parking –
and the real cost of driving your 

own car

MaaS as part of the region’s 
Covid-19 recovery, embracing 

flexibility

TRANSPORT FOR ALL



Strategic challenges Processes Outcomes

Reducing car dependency
Improving health and activity

Air quality and emissions

Using a model of behaviour 
change so people try, use and 

advocate MaaS

Potential for the UK’s first at-scale 
MaaS platform for a region like 

Solent

Covid-19 recovery is a pivot point 
for many people, when they 

consider change

Integrated marketing and 
communications plan with wider 

FTZ / TCF programme

A platform designed around 
customers’ needs and 

preferences

Fractured landscape of transport 
provision in the UK makes MaaS 

challenging

Comprehensive data integration 
to allow platform to work 

seamlessly

Enhanced partnerships with 
transport operators and better 

services for customers

BEHAVIOUR CHANGE



University work Evaluation Outcomes

Research questions agreed in 
MoU with Universities of  

Portsmouth & Southampton

Project-level monitoring of 
objectives and success factors of 

MaaS

Reputation of Solent region, its 
authorities, industry and 

universities

Human Factors
Data, Info, Analytics

Optimisation algorithms

Part of programme-level 
monitoring of all FTZ activity, 

coordinated with DfT

Sharing findings about what 
makes MaaS work in our context 

– UK and abroad

Deep partnership with MaaS 
provider including co-working 

and coordinated trials

Is MaaS viable politically, 
technically and commercially?

Commercial footing for MaaS to 
be in place for the long term

RESEARCH PARTNERSHIP



MaaS timescales

September 2020 – March 2021 Concept and procurement

April – December 2021 Development and testing

Early 2022 Public launch

2022 to 2024 Ongoing development
New features
Research facilitation
Potential geographic growth

Post-2024 Potential for MaaS to outlive FTZ
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